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ABSTRACT

The antibiotic drug fusidic acid (FA) is commonly
used in the clinic against gram-positive bacterial in-
fections. FA targets ribosome-bound elongation fac-
tor G (EF-G), a translational GTPase that accelerates
both messenger RNA (mRNA) translocation and ri-
bosome recycling. How FA inhibits translocation was
recently clarified, but FA inhibition of ribosome recy-
cling by EF-G and ribosome recycling factor (RRF)
has remained obscure. Here we use fast kinetics
techniques to estimate mean times of ribosome split-
ting and the stoichiometry of GTP hydrolysis by EF-
G at varying concentrations of FA, EF-G and RRF.
These mean times together with previous data on
uninhibited ribosome recycling were used to clarify
the mechanism of FA inhibition of ribosome splitting.
The biochemical data on FA inhibition of transloca-
tion and recycling were used to model the growth
inhibitory effect of FA on bacterial populations. We
conclude that FA inhibition of translocation provides
the dominant cause of bacterial growth reduction,
but that FA inhibition of ribosome recycling may
contribute significantly to FA-induced expression of
short regulatory open reading frames, like those in-
volved in FA resistance.

INTRODUCTION

The GTPase elongation factor G (EF-G) has dual roles in
bacterial protein synthesis (1). EF-G promotes transloca-
tion of the peptidyl-tRNA and the deacylated tRNA from
the aminoacyl (A) and the peptidyl (P) to the P and exit
(E) sites, respectively, and concomitantly of the messenger
RNA (mRNA) by one codon in the ribosomal frame. To-
gether with ribosome recycling factor (RRF), EF-G also
promotes splitting of the post-termination ribosome into ri-
bosomal subunits (2,3). The antibiotic fusidic acid (FA) in-
hibits protein synthesis by targeting ribosome-bound EF-G
in both translocation and ribosome recycling (4). Since its

discovery in the early 1960s, FA has been used to treat in-
fections by gram-positive bacteria (5). Development of re-
sistance among bacterial pathogens is an ever growing clin-
ical concern and FA resistance is often conferred by mu-
tations in the EF-G-encoding fusA gene (6,7) or by trunca-
tion or deletion of ribosomal protein L6 (8). In Staphylococ-
cus aureus resistance is mainly conferred by the FusB pro-
tein which is expressed from the USB1 plasmid. FusB has
been suggested to promote dissociation of EF-G from FA-
stalled ribosome complexes and thereby reduce the growth
inhibitory effect of the drug (9,10).

Early experiments showed that FA inhibits apo-
ribosome-induced GTP hydrolysis cycles by EF-G with an
inhibition constant (KI-value), defined as the free FA con-
centration at which the steady state cycling rate is reduced
by a factor of two, of 1 �M (11,12). FA decreases the rate of
EF-G(GDP) dissociation from the ribosome (13) but leaves
the rate of GTP hydrolysis upon EF-G(GTP) binding to
the vacant ribosome unaltered (14). FA inhibits the peptide
elongation cycle by targeting EF-G in three states of the
ribosomal translocation process (15). Firstly, FA binds with
high efficiency to EF-G in an early translocation state, from
which the FA- and EF-G-bound ribosome proceeds to
a drug-stalled intermediate translocation state. Secondly,
FA may repeatedly bind to EF-G in this intermediate
translocation state and thereby increase the ribosome
stalling time in response to increasing FA concentration.
Thirdly, FA may bind to EF-G in the post-translocation
state of the ribosome, thereby inhibiting dissociation of the
factor after completed translocation. We have suggested
that the first state corresponds to the pre-translocation
ribosome with rotated subunits after GTP hydrolysis by
EF-G, the second to a recent cryo-EM structure, visualized
by Ramrath et al., of a partially translocated complex (16)
and the third to an X-ray structure, visualized by Gao
et al., of a post-translocation complex still bound to EF-G
and FA (17). Under in vivo-relevant conditions, already
at an FA concentration of 0.6 �M the peptide elongation
cycle time is 2-fold of that for the uninhibited ribosome
(KI = 0.6 �M) (15), a KI-value ∼400 times smaller than a
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previously reported KI-value of 200 �M for FA-induced
inhibition of translocation (4).

In the present work we have clarified the mechanism by
which FA inhibits RRF- and EF-G-driven ribosome recy-
cling (2,18,19). For this we used a stopped-flow instrument,
with detection of Rayleigh light scattering to monitor the
time-dependent extent of ribosome splitting, and a quench-
flow instrument, for monitoring the time-dependent extent
of GTP hydrolysis, at varying concentrations of FA, EF-
G and RRF. This data set was used to construct a de-
tailed kinetic model of FA inhibition of ribosome recycling
for subsequent systems biology modelling of the impact of
FA on bacterial growth. From this we were able to assess
the relative impacts of FA inhibition of ribosome recycling
and translocation (15) on the bacterial growth rate. In con-
trast to a previous proposal (4), we suggest that the FA-
dependent inhibition of translocation provides the major
growth inhibitory impact of the drug.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials and reaction conditions

Ribosomes (Escherichia coli MRE600) were prepared ac-
cording to Johansson et al. (20). His-tagged EF-G and RRF
were overexpressed in E. coli and purified by nickel affinity
chromatography. mRNA encoding the peptide fMet-Phe-
Thr (sequence GGGAAUUCGGGCCCUUGUUAA-
CAAUUAAGGAGGUAUUAA AUG UUU ACG UAA
UUGCAGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA (ORF in
bold)) was prepared as described previously (15). tRNAPhe

was overexpressed in and purified from E. coli. [3H]-GTP
was from Biotrend and unlabelled ATP and GTP were from
GE Healthcare. FA sodium salt, phosphoenol pyruvate
(PEP), puryvate kinase (PK), myokinase (MK) were from
Sigma Aldrich. All other chemicals were from Merck or
Sigma Aldrich.

All experiments were performed at 37◦C in polymix
buffer containing 95 mM KCl, 5 mM NH4Cl, 0.5 mM
CaCl2, 8 mM putrescine, 1 mM spermidine, 5 mM
potassium phosphate, 1 mM dithioerythritol and 5 mM
Mg(OAc)2.

Stopped-flow measurements of ribosome recycling in the pres-
ence of FA

A post-termination complex mixture was prepared contain-
ing GTP (1 mM), ATP (1 mM), PEP (10 mM), PK (50
�g/ml), MK (2 �g/ml), 70S ribosomes (0.5 �M), tRNAPhe

(2 �M), MFT mRNA (8 �M) and FA (0–200 �M, as indi-
cated for each experiment). A recycling factor mixture was
prepared containing GTP (1 mM), ATP (1 mM), PEP (10
mM), PK (50 �g/ml), MK (2 �g/ml), IF3 (16 �M), RRF
(2–40 �M) and EF-G (1–20 �M, active concentration de-
termined as in (15)). The two mixtures were incubated at
37◦C for 15 min and then centrifuged at 20 800×g for 3
min. They were rapidly mixed in a stopped-flow instrument
(Applied Photophysics SX20) at 37◦C and the real-time de-
crease in light scattering intensity was recorded at 436 nm.

Determination of the number of GTP molecules hydrolyzed
per recycling event in the presence of FA

A post-termination complex mixture was prepared con-
taining ATP (1.96 mM), PEP (10 mM), 70S ribosomes (2
�M), tRNAPhe (5 �M), MFT mRNA (10 �M), [3H]-GTP
(40 �M) and FA (0–150 �M). A recycling factor mixture
was prepared containing ATP (2 mM), PEP (10 mM), IF3
(24 �M), RRF (60 �M), EF-G (1.0 �M, active concentra-
tion) and FA (0–150 �M). The two mixtures were incubated
at 37◦C for 15 min. To monitor the GTP hydrolysis reac-
tion, equal volumes of the post-termination complex mix-
ture and the recycling factor mixture were rapidly mixed
in a quench-flow instrument and the reaction quenched af-
ter different incubation times by mixing with 50% formic
acid. Precipitates were removed by centrifugation and the
supernatant analysed by HPLC as described in (15). To
monitor the ribosome splitting equal volumes of the post-
termination complex mixture and the recycling factor mix-
ture were rapidly mixed in a stopped-flow instrument and
the splitting reaction monitored by light scattering as de-
scribed above.

RESULTS

The mechanism of FA-dependent inhibition of ribosome recy-
cling

The recently clarified mechanism of EF-G- and RRF-
promoted recycling of the bacterial ribosome (19) is shown
as the FA-independent part of the scheme in Figure 1. The
definitions of its parameters and their experimentally esti-
mated values are displayed in Tables 1 and 2. This mech-
anism (19) was established from estimates of the mean ri-
bosome recycling time, � rec, in stopped-flow experiments,
where post-termination 70S ribosomes were rapidly mixed
with EF-G and RRF. The time course of ribosome split-
ting into subunits was quantified by the decrease in Rayleigh
light scattering with increasing incubation time. The depen-
dence of � rec on the concentrations of RRF and EF-G was
accounted for by five constants, the “A-parameters”:

τrec=A1+A2
1

[RRF]
+A3

[G]
[RRF]

+A4
1

[G]
+A5

1
[RRF] [G]

(1)

The A-parameters were estimated by fitting � rec in Equa-
tion (1) to experimental estimates of ribosome splitting
times at different concentrations of EF-G and RRF ((19),
Table 1). These estimates, together with additional experi-
ments, were then used to estimate the elemental rate con-
stants and Michaelis-Menten parameters pertinent to the
recycling mechanism (Figure 1, Table 2) as previously de-
scribed (19).

To include the inhibitory action of FA in the model for
ribosome recycling, we tentatively assumed that FA attacks
EF-G(GDP) in complex with both RRF-free and RRF-
bound post-termination ribosomes (Figure 1). The RRF-
free complex had inferential support from multi-cycle ex-
periments in which GTP hydrolysis by EF-G, stimulated by
apo-ribosomes, was inhibited by slow release of FA from
EF-G(GDP) on the ribosome (13). However, the RRF-
bound complex lacked previous experimental support.
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Figure 1. The complete kinetic mechanism for ribosome recycling in the presence of FA. RRF binds to the post-termination complex with rate constant
kRRF and dissociates with rate constant qRRF. EF-G binds to the RRF-free (X = 1) or the RRF-bound (X = 2) post-termination complex with rate constant
kGX. EF-G(GTP) can then either dissociate with rate constant qG(GTP)X or hydrolyze GTP with rate constant kGTPX. After GTP hydrolysis EF-G(GDP)
dissociates with rate constant qGX. FA binds to the EF-G-bound post-termination complex with rate constant kFA1 and to the EF-G- and RRF-bound
post-termination complex with rate constant kFA2. From both complexes it dissociates slowly, with rate constants qFA1 and qFA2, respectively. Splitting of
the RRF- and EF-G-bound post-termination complex occurs with rate constant ksplit, also when it has been FA-bound and the drug has dissociated.

Table 1. A-parameters and the derived Q-parameter obtained by fitting of Equations (1) and (2) to recycling time data obtained in the presence (this study)
and in the absence of FA (19)

Parameter Definition Value

A1
1

ksplit
+ 1

kGTP2
(1 + qG2

ksplit
) 0.045 ± 0.023 s

A2
1

kRRF
+ qRRF

kRRF(kcat/KM)G2(KM)G1
(1 + qG2

ksplit
) 0.97 ± 0.13 s·�M

A3
1

kRRF(KM)G1
0.150 ± 0.020 s

A4
1

(kcat/KM)G2
(1 + qG2

ksplit
) 0.138 ± 0.019 s·�M

A5
qRRF

kRRF(kcat/KM)G2
(1 + qG2

ksplit
) 0.60 ± 0.11 s·�M2

A6
(kcat/KM)G1

qFA1 KI1kRRF
0.554 ± 0.071 s·�M−1

A7
1

qFA2 KI2
0.296 ± 0.051 s·�M−1

Q qRRF
(kcat/KM)G2

(1 + qG2
ksplit

) = A2
2A3

+
√

( A2
2A3

)
2 − A5

A3
6.2 ± 1.7 �M
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Table 2. Rate and equilibrium constants related to ribosome recycling and its inhibition by FA

Parameter Definition Value

(kcat/KM)G1 * kcat/KM for the binding of EF-G(GTP) to the RRF-free post-termination ribosome
( = kG1·kGTP1/(kGTP1+qG(GTP)1))

63 ± 3 �M−1 s−1

(kcat)G1 * kcat-value for the cycling of EF-G on the RRF-free post-termination ribosome
( = qG1·kGTP1/(qG1+kGTP1))

36.0 ± 0.3 s−1

(KM)G1 * KM-value for the binding of EF-G to the RRF-free post-termination ribosome
( = qG1(kGTP1+qG(GTP)1)/(kG1(qG1+kGTP1)))

0.56 ± 0.02 �M

kRRF * Second order rate constant for the binding of RRF to the post-termination ribosome 15 ± 3 �M−1 s−1

qRRF * First order rate constant for the release of RRF from the post-termination ribosome 58 ± 7 s−1

KRRF * Equilibrium constant for binding of RRF to the post-termination ribosome
( = qRRF/kRRF)

3.9 ± 0.8 �M

(kcat/KM)G2 * kcat/KM for the binding of EF-G(GTP) to the RRF-bound post-termination ribosome
( = kG2·kGTP2/(kGTP2+qG(GTP)2))

8.1 ± 0.7 �M−1 s−1

1+qG2/ksplit * The minimal number of GTP molecules consumed per splitting event at high RRF
concentrations

1.1 ± 0.1

kmax * The maximal rate of ribosome recycling ( = kGTP2·ksplit/(kGTP2+ksplit+qG2)) 25 ± 4 s−1

qFA1 Dissociation rate constant for FA from the EF-G-bound post-termination ribosome 0.17 ± 0.03 s−1

KI1 Inhibition constant for the binding of FA to the EF-G-bound post-termination ribosome
( = qG1/kFA1)

13 ± 14 �M

qFA2 Dissociation rate constant for FA from the RRF- and EF-G-bound post-termination
ribosome

0.18 ± 0.08 s−1

KI2 Inhibition constant for the binding of FA to the RRF- and EF-G-bound
post-termination ribosome ( = ksplit/kFA2)

19 ± 7 �M

Parameters marked with an asterisk (*) are from (Borg et al. 2015 (19)).

The model in Figure 1 implies, firstly, that EF-G and
FA act as competitive inhibitors of RRF binding to the
post-termination complex. That is, FA binds to the al-
ready EF-G-bound post-termination ribosome, RG(GDP),
with rate constant kFA1 to form a long-lived, recycling de-
ficient complex, which decomposes slowly by release of FA
with rate constant qFA1. This reaction sequence, in which
EF-G and FA bind to the RRF-free ribosome, is favoured
by high concentrations of EF-G and FA and disfavoured
by high concentration of RRF. Secondly, the model im-
plies that FA also inhibits ribosome recycling by forming
yet another long-lived complex by binding to the RRF- and
EF-G-containing post-termination complex, RRRF·G(GDP),
with second-order rate constant kFA2. At this point, ribo-
some splitting requires release of FA from the complex
RRRF·G(GDP)·FA with rate constant qFA2 which is slow com-
pared to the fast splitting, with rate constant ksplit, in the
uninhibited case. According to this model (Figure 1) the av-
erage recycling time in the presence of FA, � recFA, is given
by (see Supporting Material, Equations (S2) and (S3)):

τrecFA=τrec+τrecI=τrec+(Q+ [G]) · A6
[FA]

[RRF]
+A7 [FA] (2)

where A6, A7 and Q are constants and Q depends on pa-
rameters A2, A3 and A5 through:

Q = A2/2A3 +
√

(A2/2A3)2 − A5/A3 (3)

How A1 to A7 and Q depend on elemental rate constants
and Michaelis-Menten parameters (Figure 1) is shown in
Table 1.

All seven independent A-parameters in Equation (2) can
be estimated from ribosome recycling experiments in which
the concentrations of EF-G, RRF and FA are varied, as
discussed below. First, however, we will demonstrate that
the previously unidentified complex RRRF·G(GDP)·FA does in-

deed exist and that FA-dissociation from this complex di-
rectly brings it back to the splitting competent RRRF·G(GDP)-
complex in Figure 1.

FA stalls the post-termination ribosome in complex with EF-
G and RRF

The inhibition mechanism in Figure 1 postulates FA bind-
ing to EF-G on RRF-free as well as on RRF-bound ribo-
somes. Binding of FA to EF-G on the RRF-free ribosome
is accounted for by those terms in Equation (2) that de-
pend linearly on the [FA]/[RRF] concentration ratio, while
binding of FA to EF-G on the RRF-containing ribosome
is accounted for by the term linear in the FA concentra-
tion (A7[FA]). According to Equation (2) a plot of � recFA
versus the FA concentration at constant [FA]/[RRF] ra-
tio would give a straight line with positive slope A7 and
positive y-axis intercept. For such an experiment, we pre-
pared one mixture, containing FA (50–200 �M) and post-
termination ribosomes (1 �M) with mRNA and deacylated
P-site tRNA, and another mixture, containing FA (50–200
�M), EF-G (10 �M), IF3 (16 �M) and RRF, always ful-
filling [FA]/[RRF] = 5. IF3 was present to prevent rejoin-
ing of the ribosomal subunits after 70S ribosome splitting.
Equal volumes of the two mixtures were rapidly mixed in a
stopped-flow instrument and the decreasing fraction of 70S
ribosomes was monitored by Rayleigh light scattering (Fig-
ure 2A) as described previously (19). The time evolution of
the light scattering curves displayed slow single phase ki-
netics and � recFA-values were estimated by fitting each time
trace to a single exponential function (a0·e−t/� recFA +bg) . As
predicted, the recycling time, � recFA, increased linearly with
the FA concentration (Figure 2B) and the A7 parameter was
estimated as 0.14 ± 0.05 s·�M−1 from the slope, while the
y-axis intercept was estimated as 92 ± 6 s. This result con-
firms the existence of an FA-stalled post-termination com-
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Figure 2. Ribosome recycling at constant [FA]/[RRF] concentration ratio. (A) Time traces for ribosome splitting recorded in the stopped-flow instrument
at 5.1 �M EF-G and varying concentrations of RRF (5–20 �M) and FA (50–200 �M), the FA concentration in all cases 10-fold higher than the RRF
concentration. The fraction of post-termination complexes remaining is plotted as a function of time. (B) Average splitting times obtained at constant
[FA]/[RRF] concentration ratio determined by single exponential fitting of the time traces in A, plotted against the FA concentration. Fitting of a straight
line estimated the intercept as 92 ± 6 s and the slope as 0.14 ± 0.05.

plex, RRRF·G(GDP)·FA, containing both RRF and EF-G (Fig-
ure 1).

The average number of GTP molecules per ribosome splitting
does not vary with the FA concentration

Although the titration experiment in the previous section
corroborated the existence of RRRF·G(GDP)·FA, it did not re-
veal whether dissociation of FA from this complex resulted
in a splitting competent RRRF·G(GDP) complex (Figure 1).
The possibility remained that RRF could dissociate be-
fore FA from RRRF·G(GDP)·FA leading to the RG(GDP)·FA com-
plex or that RRRF·G(GDP)·FA could undergo a conformational
change so that the complex formed upon FA dissociation
was not splitting competent. We note that in both these
scenarios the GTP consumption per successful splitting re-
action would increase strongly with the FA concentration
since EF-G release and rebinding would then be required
to achieve ribosome splitting. In contrast, our model pre-
dicts the GTP consumption per splitting event, fGTP, to be
independent of the FA concentration as given by the previ-
ously derived expression for fGTP in the absence of FA (19):

fGTP= (kcat/KM)G1

kRRF [RRF]

(
qRRF

(kcat/KM)G2

(
qG2

kspli t
+1

)
+ [G]

)
+ qG2

ksplit
+ 1 (4)

To estimate the GTP consumption per ribosome split-
ting event at different FA concentrations we prepared one
mixture, containing post-termination ribosome complexes
(2 �M), [3H]-GTP (40 �M) and FA (0–150 �M) and an-
other mixture, containing RRF (60 �M), EF-G (1 �M),
IF3 (24 �M) and FA (0–150 �M). Equal volumes of the
two mixtures were rapidly mixed in the stopped-flow in-
strument and the time-dependent decrease in 70S ribosome
concentration was estimated from the change in Rayleigh
light scattering intensity (Figure 3A), as described previ-
ously (19). To determine the concentration of GDP formed
by GTP hydrolysis, equal volumes of the same two mixtures
were rapidly mixed in a quench-flow instrument and the re-
action quenched with formic acid after different incubation

times. The number of GTPs consumed per ribosome split-
ting was at each FA concentration estimated from the ratio
between the concentrations of hydrolyzed GTP (Figure 3B)
and split ribosomes (Figure 3A) and plotted as a function
of time (Figure 3C). The stoichiometry ratio increased lin-
early with time due to GTP-hydrolysis by EF-G on the free
50S subunits that were formed during the splitting reaction
(19). For each FA concentration the data points were fit-
ted to a straight line and the zero time GTP-per-splitting
stoichiometry, reflecting GTP hydrolysis in the absence of
the 50S-induced side reaction, was estimated as the inter-
cept with the y-axis (Figure 3C). The GTP consumption per
ribosome splitting event was constant and close to 3.5 in
the 0–150 �M FA concentration range, in accordance with
the stoichiometry suggested by the recycling model for the
uninhibited reaction (19) at the same RRF and EF-G con-
centrations. It follows that the RRRF·G(GDP)·FA complex re-
mained splitting-competent also after FA binding so that,
upon FA dissociation, it was rapidly split into subunits with
high probability (Figure 1). This result also rules out the
possibility that RRF could dissociate from RRRF·G(GDP)·FA
before FA, to yield an RG(GDP)·FA complex.

Recycling time variation with the FA concentration at differ-
ent concentrations of RRF and EF-G

According to Equations (1) and (2) the dependence of the
average ribosome splitting time, � recFA, on the concentra-
tions of RRF, EF-G and FA is accounted for by seven in-
dependent A-parameters. For precise estimates of these pa-
rameters we used stopped-flow technique in conjunction
with Rayleigh light scattering to monitor the fraction of
post-termination ribosomes remaining at different incuba-
tion times after rapid addition of RRF, EF-G and FA at
different concentrations. For this, we prepared one mixture,
containing post-termination ribosome complexes (0.5 �M)
and FA (0–50 �M), and another mixture, containing RRF
(2–20 �M), EF-G (2–20 �M), IF3 (16 �M) and FA (0–50
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Figure 3. GTP consumption in ribosome recycling in the presence of FA. (A) Time curves of splitting of post-termination complexes (1 �M) obtained at 0.5
�M EF-G, 20 �M [3H]-GTP, 30 �M RRF and varying concentrations of FA (0–150 �M). For each FA concentration the concentration of split ribosomes
was plotted as a function of time. The points indicate the amount of split ribosomes after different times of incubation as calculated from two-exponential
fits of the splitting time traces. (B) Time curves of GTP hydrolysis obtained under the same conditions as in A. For each FA concentration the concentration
of hydrolyzed GTP was plotted as a function of time. The fitted lines are the sum of a single exponential and a straight line and are just indicative as it
was the extent of GTP hydrolysis measured at different times of incubation, as indicated by the points, that was used for further analysis. (C) The ratio of
the concentration of hydrolyzed GTP in B and the concentration of split ribosomes in A plotted as a function of time for each FA concentration. Straight
lines were fitted to the data points to estimate the intercepts as the number of GTP molecules consumed per ribosome splitting event. The slopes reflect
GTP hydrolysis by EF-G on 50S subunits formed in the recycling reaction, which is also inhibited by FA as seen from the decreasing slope with increasing
FA concentration. (D) The number of GTP molecules hydrolyzed per splitting event plotted as a function of the FA concentration. The GTP consumption
was essentially invariant with the FA concentration with a consumption of an average of 3.5 GTP molecules per ribosome splitting event.

�M). Equal volumes of the two mixtures were rapidly mixed
in a stopped-flow instrument and Rayleigh light scattering
was used to monitor the fraction of 70S ribosomes remain-
ing at different incubation times, as exemplified in Figure
4A. We used curve fitting to estimate the total (� recFA) and
uninhibited (� rec) recycling times for each curve (Equation
(S4)). It is seen that � recFA was linear in the FA concentra-
tion for all three combinations of RRF and EF-G concen-
trations, as prescribed by Equation (2) (Figure 4D). We de-
termined all seven A-parameters in the model for � recFA by
fitting Equations (1) and (2) to the experimentally estimated
recycling times in the absence (19) and presence (Figures 2B
and 4D) of FA and the result is shown in Table 1. These
seven parameters completely describe the increase in ribo-
some splitting time with increasing FA concentration Equa-

tions (1) and (2) for all combinations of EF-G and RRF
concentrations. The A-parameters therefore determined the
sensitivity parameter, KI, for the FA-dependent rate of ribo-
some recycling at different RRF and EF-G concentrations,
as described in the next section.

The sensitivity of ribosome recycling to the FA concentration
depends on the RRF and EF-G concentrations

Equations (1) and (2) predict � recFA/� rec to be a linear func-
tion of the FA concentration with slope 1/KI, where the in-
hibition constant, KI, is defined as the concentration of FA
required to double the ribosome recycling time:

τrecFA = τrec + τrecI = τrec(1 + [FA]/KI ), (5)
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Figure 4. FA titration in ribosome recycling. (A) Time traces of ribosome recycling recorded in the stopped-flow instrument at 1 �M EF-G, 10 �M RRF
and varying concentrations of FA (0–50 �M). The fraction of post-termination complexes remaining was plotted as a function of time. (B) The fraction of
ribosomes that bind FA during ribosome recycling (pI) at three different combinations of RRF and EF-G concentrations plotted as a function of the FA
concentration. (C) Average time of the slow phase (� I) plotted as a function of the FA concentration. The intercepts indicate the average FA release time
after a single binding event. The non-variability of the intercept for the different combinations of EF-G and RRF concentrations reflects the similarity in
dissociation rate constant of FA from ribosome-bound EF-G in the presence or absence of RRF. (D) The total time of ribosome splitting (� recFA) plotted
as a function of the FA concentration.

where

KI = τrec

(τrecI/ [FA])
=

A1 + A2
1

[RRF] + A3
[G]

[RRF] + A4
1

[G] + A5
1

[RRF][G]
A6

[RRF] (Q + [G]) + A7
(6)

Equation (6) shows how the KI-value depends on the free
concentrations of EF-G and RRF both through the unin-
hibited recycling time, � rec (the numerator), and the per mo-
lar recycling time increase due to FA inhibition, � recI/[FA]
(the denominator). Using the A-parameter values in Table
1 we estimated the KI-values for the combinations of RRF
and EF-G concentrations used in Figure 4 as 0.26 �M for
1 �M RRF and 10 �M EF-G, as 0.28 �M for 5 �M RRF
and 5 �M EF-G and as 0.52 �M for 1 �M EF-G and 10
�M RRF. According to Equation (6) the KI-value asymp-
totically approaches a value equal to A1/A7 = 0.17 �M,

when the concentrations of RRF and EF-G go to infinity
and when, at the same time, the ratio between the RRF and
EF-G concentrations increases indefinitely. A more physi-
ologically relevant KI-value is 0.29 �M, valid at free factor
concentrations close to those in the living cell: 4 �M EF-
G and 15 �M RRF (19). The KI-value response to varying
concentrations of EF-G and RRF is illustrated graphically
in Figure 5.

The biphasic nature of FA-inhibited ribosome recycling

It was observed that inhibition of mRNA translocation by
FA leads to biphasic kinetics: there is a slow phase with an
amplitude that increases and a fast phase with an ampli-
tude that decreases with increasing FA concentration (15).
The present work shows that also inhibition of ribosome re-
cycling gives rise to biphasic kinetics with distinct fast and
slow phases (Figure 4A). The ultimate reason for the two
phases in translocation and recycling is that in each case
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Figure 5. Dependence of the FA inhibition of ribosome recycling on the
concentrations of RRF and EF-G. The KI-value, the concentration of FA
required to double the recycling time, given by Equation (5) plotted as a
function of the EF-G (0.3–20 �M) and RRF (1–40 �M) concentrations.

the time of FA dissociation from ribosome-bound EF-G is
much longer than the time to complete the corresponding
unhindered process. There are two main reasons for pay-
ing attention to the existence of fast and slow phases in en-
zyme inhibition. The first is that by taking the two distinct
phases into account one can extend the set of determinable
parameters. The second is that the ‘rugged’ kinetics that re-
sults from the kinetic phases may have profound effects on
growth inhibition of bacterial populations.

The scheme in Figure 1 can be described as a system of
linear ordinary differential equations. The solution to such
a system, which describes the product accumulation, can
always be described as a sum of exponential terms (y(t) =
a1(1-e−�1t)+. . .+ an(1-e−�nt)) with amplitudes (a1 to an) and
exponential coefficients, the eigenvalues (�1 to �n). For slow
inhibitors, such as FA, one obtains a set of terms with slow
eigenvalues and a set of terms with fast eigenvalues. The dis-
tinction between fast and slow eigenvalues can be made for
all inhibitors with a slow dissociation rate from their inhib-
ited ribosomal states in comparison to the rate of the un-
inhibited reaction. The kinetics of product accumulation in
the presence of a slow inhibitor can thus be divided into a
fast-reacting fraction with amplitude fF and average time � F
and a slowly reacting fraction with amplitude fS ( = 1 - fF)
and average time � S. Here fF and fS are the sums of the am-
plitudes connected to the fast and the slow eigenvalues, re-
spectively. The average total time of product accumulation
in ribosome recycling in the presence of FA (� recFA) can thus
be obtained as (see also Equation (2)):

τrecFA = τrec + τrecI = fFτF + fSτS (7)

The average time of the fast phase decreased as the fast
phase amplitude decreased upon FA addition, and was
therefore approximated as: � F = � rec·fF. The parameters
� rec, fS and � S were estimated by fitting Equation (S4) (Sup-
porting Material) to time traces for ribosome recycling ob-
tained from experiments performed in parallel in the ab-
sence and presence of FA (Figure 4A). The slow phase am-
plitude, fS, was used to approximate the probability, pI, in

Equation (7) that a ribosome undergoing recycling was in-
hibited by FA. The slow phase time, � S, was used to estimate
the time increase, � I, to recycle an inhibited compared to an
uninhibited ribosome as described above through: � S = � I
+ (1+fF)� rec. From this we obtain:

τrecFA = τrec + τrecI = τrec + pIτI (8)

Equation (8) is an approximation that becomes better
with decreasing � rec/� I ratio, and thus can be very precise
for slow inhibitors like FA (15), viomycin (21) and others
(22).

The experimentally estimated pI-value responded hyper-
bolically to the FA concentration with a sensitivity that in-
creased with increasing [EF-G]/[RRF] concentration ratio
(Figure 4B), due to increased propensity of forming the
RG(GDP)·FA complex (Figure 1). The inhibition probability,
pI, is given by (Equation (S9)):

pI = w [FA]
(1 + w) [FA] + KI1

· KI2

[FA] + KI2
+ [FA]

[FA] + KI2
(9)

where

w = (kcat/KM)G1

kRRF [RRF]

(
[G] + Q

(
1 + qG2

ksplit

KI2

[FA] + KI2

)
/

(
1 + qG2

ksplit

))
(10)

The inhibition constants KI1 ( = qG1/kFA1) and KI2 ( =
ksplit/kFA2) are defined as the ratios between the forward
rate constant for leaving each one of the two FA susceptible
states and their respective FA binding rate constants (Table
1). We note that the parameter w depends only weakly on
the FA concentration since qG1/ksplit << 1 (Table 2). From
Equations (2) and (8) it is seen that the extra delay time (� I)
conferred by FA inhibition can be derived by dividing � recI
with pI: � I = � recI/pI (Equation (S10)). The � I-value was lin-
ear in the FA concentration with positive slope at all combi-
nations of EF-G and RRF concentrations (Figure 4C). The
y-axis intercepts (Equation (S11)), which reflect the average
time of FA release after each binding event, were in all cases
∼5 s, suggesting that the rate of release of FA from EF-G
was similar in the absence and presence of RRF on the ri-
bosome (Figure 1). The slope of the � I dependence on [FA]
increased with increasing [EF-G]/[RRF] concentration ra-
tio due to the increasing propensity of rebinding of EF-G
and FA to the RRF-free post-termination complex (Figure
4C).

The elemental rate constants and Michaelis-Menten pa-
rameters in Table 2 were estimated by fitting all parameters
in the recycling model Equations (1), (2) and (9) to all re-
cycling times, � recFA, obtained without (19) and with (Fig-
ures 2B and 4D) FA, as well as to the inhibition probabili-
ties, pI (Figure 4B). � recFA and pI could be expressed exclu-
sively in terms of A-parameters and parameters related to
FA inhibition (KI1, KI2, qFA1), except for the ratio qG2/ksplit
which was weighted into the fit by its mean value estimate
and error (0.1 ± 0.1) which was known ((19), Table 2). We
note that access to the pI estimates was essential for obtain-
ing estimates of the FA dissociation rate constants qFA1 and
qFA2 from ribosomal states RG(GDP)·FA and RRRF·G(GDP)·FA,
respectively, as well as the inhibition constants KI1 and KI2.
The reason is that each one of these dissociation rate con-
stants appears multiplied with its corresponding inhibition
constant (KI1 and KI2, respectively) in the expressions for
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the parameters A6 and A7 (Table 1). The spectrum of pI-
values (Figure 4B), as modelled by Equation (9), allowed
separate KI-value estimates (KI1 = 13 ± 14 �M and KI2 =
19 ± 7 �M) and FA release rate constant estimates (qFA1 =
0.17 ± 0.03 s−1 and qFA2 = 0.18 ± 0.08 s−1).

The new estimates of the A1–A7 parameters obtained by
this extended fitting procedure were virtually identical to
those obtained above by fitting of the total recycling time
Equations (1) and (2) to experimental data ((19) and Figures
2B and 4D) without consideration of the extra information
buried in the pI-values (Table 1). In general, single turnover
experiments involving slowly dissociating inhibitors, giv-
ing rise to two distinct kinetic phases, are more informa-
tion rich than those involving rapidly dissociating inhibitors
(15,21,22). Furthermore, since slow inhibitors give rise to
queuing of trailing ribosomes behind a stalled leading ribo-
some they are expected to display a different intracellular
inhibition pattern than rapidly equilibrating, fast inhibitors
(see Discussion).

Modelling of growth rate reduction by FA inhibition of pep-
tide elongation and ribosome recycling

In this section we inspect FA-induced growth rate reduc-
tion of bacterial populations. We use the kinetics data ob-
tained in the present and in previous work for FA inhibi-
tion of ribosome recycling (Table 1) and mRNA transloca-
tion (15), respectively, to model the impact of FA on bacte-
rial growth. Simple global modelling of the double action of
FA on translocation and on ribosome recycling suggests the
generation (doubling) time, � G, to depend on the free con-
centration of FA, [FA], as (Supporting Material, Equations
(S13)–(S15)):

τG ([FA]) = τeFA

(
1 + τrecFA

τeFA NP

)
ln 2 · ρ0

[RT ]
= τeFA (1 + r )

ln 2 · ρ0

[RT ]
(11)

Here, � recFA is the ribosome recycling time given in Equa-
tions (1) and (2) with corresponding A-parameters in Ta-
ble 1, � eFA is the peptide elongation cycle time, NP ( = 400)
approximates the average number of amino acid residues
per protein, [RT] is the total intracellular ribosome con-
centration and � 0 the intracellular concentration of amino
acid residues (peptide bonds) in the proteome. We note that
during synthesis of a protein there are NP mRNA translo-
cation events, all of which are putative targets for FA ac-
tion, but only one recycling event. This fundamental dif-
ference between the two inhibition modes is accounted for
by the presence of NP in Equation (11). The parameter r
( = � recFA/(� eFANP)) compares the growth inhibitory im-
pact of FA on elongation with that on ribosome recycling.
This comparison is useful for addressing a recent contro-
versy (15) of whether FA action is dominated by inhibition
of ribosome recycling, as previously suggested (4), or by in-
hibition of peptide elongation. When r is smaller than 1, the
doubling time, � G, is dominated by � eFA, i.e. by elongation,
but when r is larger than 1, � G is dominated by � recFA/NP,
i.e. by ribosome recycling.

The FA-inhibited ribosome recycling time, � recFA, is given
by Equations (1) and (2), with A-parameters from Table 1.
The FA-inhibited elongation cycle time, � eFA, is given by

Figure 6. Contribution from the recycling step to the total time for synthe-
sis of a protein of average size in the presence of FA. The ratio between the
time spent in recycling and in elongation, r = � recFA/(� eFANP) Equation
(13), was plotted as a function of the free FA (0–200 �M) and EF-G (0–20
�M) concentrations at fixed RRF concentration (15 �M). The following
parameters were used in Equation (13) to create the plot: NP = 400, � emin
= 0.05 s, (kcat/KM)G = 30 �M−1s−1 (23), 1/qF2 = 9 s, 1/qF3 = 6.1 s and
KI1 = 120 �M, KI2 = 3.5 mM and KI3 = 2.8 mM. For the recycling time
we used Equation (2) and A-parameters from Table 1.

(15):

τeFA =
τTu +

(
KM
kcat

)
G

1
[G] + τe min G +

{
1

qF2
1

[FA]+κI1
+ 1

qF2κI2
+ 1

qF3κI3

}
[FA]

(12)

The first term in Equation (12), � Tu, is the average time
from after dissociation of EF-G from the post-termination
ribosome to and including EF-Tu release after peptide bond
formation. The second term is the effective time for EF-G
binding to the pre-translocation ribosome with a peptidyl-
tRNA in the A site. It may be pointed out that this term will
increase with increasing FA concentration due to increasing
EF-G sequestration on ribosomes, reducing the free EF-G
concentration, [G]. The third term, � eminG, is the time re-
quired for an already ribosome-bound EF-G to translocate
and dissociate from the post-translocation ribosome. The
last term in Equation (12) is the increase in � eFA due to FA
binding to EF-G on the translocating ribosome as deter-
mined by inhibition constants �I1 ( = 120 �M), �I2 ( = 3.5
mM) and �I3 ( = 2.8 mM), respectively (15). Parameters qF2
( = 0.11 s−1) and qF3 ( = 0.16 s−1) are rate constants for FA
dissociation from EF-G, bound to either one of two ribo-
some stalling states (15).

With Equations (1) and (2) for � recFA and Equation (12)
for � eFA the impact ratio, r, in Equation (11) follows as:

r=
1

NP

A1+A2
1

[RRF] +A3
[G]

[RRF] +A4
1

[G] +A5
1

[RRF][G] +(Q+ [G]) · A6
[FA]

[RRF] +A7 [FA]

τe min+
(

KM
kcat

)
G

1
[G] +

{
1

qF2
1

[FA]+κI1
+ 1

qF2κI2
+ 1

qF3κI3

}
[FA]

(13)

Here � emin is the sum of � Tu and � eminG. We used Equation
(13) to calculate the impact ratio, r, for different free con-
centrations of FA (0–200 �M) and EF-G (0–20 �M) at a
constant free concentration of RRF, 15 �M (Figure 6). It is
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seen that for proteome synthesis with peptide chains of an
average amino acid residue number, NP, of 400 the ratio r re-
mains below 10% at all these combinations of free FA and
EF-G concentrations. In the range of what we consider as
physiological concentrations of FA, EF-G and RRF, there-
fore, FA inhibition of peptide elongation rather than of ri-
bosome recycling provides the dominant growth inhibitory
impact of FA in living cells.

To zoom in on the details of how the r-value changes with
the FA concentration we note that when the [FA]-dependent
terms in Equation (13) dominate over the [FA] independent
terms, the impact ratio, r, is approximated by

r = 1
NP

(Q + [G]) · A6
[RRF] + A7{

1
qF2

1
[FA]+κI1

+ 1
qF2κI2

+ 1
qF3κI3

} (14)

Since we know that �I1 << �I2 ≈ �I3 and qF2 ≈ qF3 it
is seen that the r-value increases almost hyperbolically with
increasing [FA]-concentrations above �I1. The r-value also
increases with decreasing free concentration of RRF and in-
creasing free concentration of EF-G. However, at high FA
concentration, anomalously high EF-G concentration and
anomalously low RRF concentration, FA inhibition of ri-
bosome recycling may provide a growth inhibitory impact
significant compared to that of elongation.

In the living cell it is normally the total concentrations
of factors and ribosomes that are known. RRF has low
affinity to the ribosome (19), and it is therefore reasonable
to approximate the free with the total RRF concentration,
[RRFT]. It is then possible to derive the free EF-G concen-
tration as one of the roots of a cubic equation (‘Materi-
als and Methods’). However, the KM-value for the EF-G-
ribosome interaction is comparatively small (23) and de-
creases with increasing FA concentration. When the total
EF-G concentration, [GT], is significantly larger than the
total ribosome concentration, [RT], a reasonable approxi-
mation is therefore to set [G] = [GT] - [RT] in Equation (13).

DISCUSSION

Ribosome recycling is the final stage of protein synthesis.
Here a terminated ribosome is split into its small (30S) and
large (50S) subunits by the concerted actions of RRF and
EF-G (24), thereby making the subunits available for a new
round of initiation (2). The basic outline of the recycling
process and its FA susceptibility are known (4), but ma-
jor mechanistic and quantitative aspects have remained ob-
scure. Among these has been the lack of a reliable assess-
ment of the relative contributions of FA-dependent inhibi-
tion of peptide elongation and of ribosome recycling to the
inhibition of translation, and hence of the bacterial growth
rate (15).

Building on our previous analysis of the mechanism of
ribosome recycling (19), we now present a complete kinetic
model of FA inhibition of the recycling process (Figure 1).
The model, which predicts the mean time of ribosome recy-
cling for all combinations of free concentrations of EF-G,
RRF and FA, has been extensively corroborated by quench-
flow and stopped-flow experiments (Figures 2, 3 and 4).
Through our kinetic analysis we identify and quantify two
distinct modes by which FA inhibits the recycling process.

Firstly, FA locks EF-G on the RRF-free post-termination
ribosome, preventing binding of RRF until FA has disso-
ciated from EF-G and then EF-G has dissociated from the
ribosome. Secondly, when both RRF and EF-G are bound
to the ribosome in a splitting-competent complex, FA bind-
ing prevents ribosome splitting by locking EF-G in an inter-
mediate state on the splitting pathway (Figure 1). The dis-
solution of this pre-splitting complex into subunits begins
as soon as FA has dissociated from EF-G, as demonstrated
by kinetic experiments showing that the GTP consumption
per ribosome splitting event is independent of the FA con-
centration (Figure 3). In other words, a ribosome complex
containing both RRF and EF-G that has been stalled by
FA remains primed for ribosome splitting all the time until
FA has dissociated. This finding was unexpected since other
possible scenarios appeared quite plausible. It could, for in-
stance, be that the ribosome-bound RRF·EF-G(GDP)·FA
complex undergoes a conformational change so that when
FA dissociates the RRF·EF-G(GDP) complex cannot any-
more induce ribosome splitting. In that case ribosome split-
ting would require EF-G dissociation followed by rebinding
of another EF-G(GTP) to the RRF-containing ribosome at
the free energy cost of hydrolysis of an extra GTP molecule.

We have seen that the average recycling time increases lin-
early with the FA concentration (Figure 4D), in sharp con-
trast to the non-linear increase in the peptide elongation cy-
cle time in response to FA (12). In the recycling case, a ribo-
some that has been stalled by FA remains in the same state
during the subsequent FA dissociation and re-association
events that prolong the stalling time. This is the explana-
tion for the linear increase in the average recycling time with
increasing FA concentration (‘Materials and Methods’). In
contrast, in the elongation case, most ribosomes are first at-
tacked by FA in an early state of the translocation process.
Still drug-bound the ribosomes rapidly move on to a down-
stream state in which they are stalled. Subsequent drug dis-
sociation and re-association events that prolong the stalling
time occur in the downstream state, where drug association
is much less efficient, which explains the non-linear response
of the average elongation cycle time to the FA concentration
(15).

Detailed kinetic analysis of the biphasic time curves of
ribosome splitting obtained at varying concentrations of
RRF, EF-G and FA (Figure 4A) was used to estimate the
fraction of FA-bound ribosomes as well as the average time
that they stay inhibited, due to slow FA dissociation and
subsequent FA rebinding. Using this information we esti-
mated all the inhibition and rate constants related to FA as-
sociation to and dissociation from EF-G during ribosome
recycling (Table 2). In the post-termination complex FA
stays bound to EF-G for ∼5 s, both in the presence and ab-
sence of RRF, similar to the 9 and 6 s observed for FA bind-
ing to EF-G in the intermediate translocation state and in
the post-translocation state, respectively (15). The efficien-
cies by which FA binds to the FA-susceptible states of the
ribosome are smaller in translocation than in recycling: 50%
probability of inhibition was obtained at ∼100 �M and ∼10
�M, respectively. This difference may be due to shorter life
time of the states susceptible to FA association in translo-
cation than in recycling.
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Due to the lack of detailed knowledge of the kinetics of
ribosome recycling, it has previously not been possible to
obtain a homologous structure of EF-G and RRF bound
simultaneously to the 70S ribosome, not even in the pres-
ence of FA. However, a two-factor structure has been ob-
tained with EF-G from E. coli and RRF from Thermus
thermophilus (25). Since, however, this heterologous EF-G
and RRF pair is inactive in ribosome recycling (26,27), the
functional relevance of this ribosome complex is unclear.
The present results show that (i) FA stalls the ribosome in a
splitting-primed state containing both RRF and EF-G; (ii)
the stalling time can be made long enough to be compati-
ble with the sample preparation times required for classical
cryo-EM methods simply by using a sufficiently high FA
concentration. An alternative approach to determine the
structure of the RRF- and EF-G-bound complex with or
without FA would be to use time-resolved cryo-EM meth-
ods, currently under development (28,29), that allow incu-
bation in the millisecond time range before freezing of the
sample on the EM-grid.

It has been suggested that FA inhibition of ribosome
recycling rather than peptide elongation is the main con-
tributing factor to the growth inhibiting effect of the drug
(4). This assertion was based on a comparison of the KI-
value for recycling, estimated as 0.1 �M, and the KI-value
for translocation, estimated as 200 �M. From this followed
the seemingly natural conclusion that FA inhibition of ri-
bosome recycling, with its 2000-fold higher FA sensitivity,
must be the major growth inhibitory factor. However, due to
suboptimal experimental design, the KI-value for transloca-
tion had been overestimated almost 400-fold and was actu-
ally around 0.6 �M (15). When, furthermore, it is taken into
account that there is but one recycling event and ∼400 pro-
tein translocation events in the making of an average bac-
terial protein, a different scenario emerges. Taking advan-
tage of our previous quantitative analysis of FA inhibition
of the translocation cycle (15) and the present observations
of FA inhibition of ribosome recycling we have used esti-
mates of the free concentrations in vivo of RRF (15 �M,
(30,31)) and EF-G (4 �M (15)) to assess the relative impor-
tance of FA inhibition of protein elongation and recycling
for bacterial growth reduction (Figure 6). We find that un-
der normal physiological conditions and intracellular FA
concentrations below 200 �M, <10% of the growth inhibi-
tion can be ascribed to recycling and >90% to transloca-
tion. However, under anomalous conditions of RRF defi-
ciency or excess synthesis of EF-G, inhibition of ribosome
recycling may become a significant growth inhibitory fac-
tor.

Even though FA inhibition of ribosome recycling has a
relatively small effect on the time to translate a bacterial
protein of average size, it may have larger impact on trans-
lation of short open reading frames (ORFs). For example,
at 4 �M EF-G, 15 �M RRF and 20 �M FA a ribosome
translating a 400 codon ORF spends <3% of its time in
the recycling phase, whereas for a 20 codon ORF the re-
cycling time constitutes as much as 33% of the total synthe-
sis time Equation (13). An interesting case may be the in-
duction of the synthesis of the plasmid-encoded resistance
protein FusB, which is believed to disassemble FA-stalled
ribosome complexes and thereby reduce the FA sensitivity

of the bacterial strain (9). The expression of FusB is con-
trolled by translational attenuation (32), in a manner remi-
niscent of some macrolide resistance mechanisms (33). The
FusB gene is preceded by a short ORF encoding a 20 amino
acid leader peptide (32). Stalling of ribosomes by FA dur-
ing synthesis of the leader peptide leads to rearrangement
of the mRNA secondary structure and exposure of the ri-
bosome binding site for FusB translation (32). We suggest
that a large fraction of the ribosomes are stalled at the stop
codon of the short leader ORF, due to FA inhibition of ri-
bosome recycling.

Finally, we note that since FA is a slow inhibitor with resi-
dence times of about 5–10 s both in translocation and recy-
cling, its binding may cause ribosomal queuing on trans-
lated mRNAs. More precise modelling of the growth in-
hibitory effects of FA will therefore require that ribosome
queuing and other pertinent effects are taken into account.
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